June in San Francisco brings an even greater onslaught of fabulous queer entertainment than the rest of the year. Most likely you’re aware of the marches at the end of the month — the Transgender Pride Parade, the Dyke March, and the catch-all LGBT Pride Parade. The month’s embarrassment of entertainment riches includes this week’s Fresh Meat Festival, a boon of transgender and queer performance put on by Sean Deezy of Sean Deezy Dance with so many elements that deserve special mention it’s hard to know where to start.

There’s dance (from various companies), an all-male hula outfit (Na Lei Hulu I Ka Wekua), a trapeze act (Cobalt Harrell), comedy (Nasha Muse), a cappella singing (the Gay Asian Pacific Alliance Men’s Chorus), and aerial dance (the aptly named Emily Leap, whose video is above).

Vogue Evolution is a group from New York City called Vogue Evolution. Did you catch them on America’s Best Dance Crew? If you missed it, some of it’s in the video clip above. It is not only fierce dance, but also the flawless free spirit of queerness in a national spotlight. The prospect of seeing this group live will probably make you buy tickets online. Prepare to be pleased.

The Fresh Meat Festival starts at 8 p.m. (and continues through June 19) at 750 Market St, Suite 1600, San Francisco 94103. Admission is $15-$20; call 942-0453 or visit sfweekly.com for more information. Tara Jesperson
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